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Introduction 
The two most important evaluation criteria of a NIR calibration model are the prediction error results and the 

number of calibration samples needed. The prediction error results can be highly dependent on the variables 

included in the model. Two variable selection methods, the Backward Variable Selection for PLS (BVSPLS) and 

the Powered Partial Least Square (PPLS), have been recently proposed in order to select only the relevant 

variables. In this study, these methods are compared to the full spectra PLS model and the forward Stepwise 

Selection (FSS) methods for data sets containing only a very limited number of calibration samples. 

Materials and Methods 
Several NIR datasets (1100-2500 nm) were used for this study. The data originate from biological, food and 

agricultural samples. Preprocessing methods such as Multiplicative Scatter Correction (MSC), Standard Normal 

Variate (SNV) and second derivative were applied and compared for each dataset. Calibration sets from 20 to 

400 samples were selected using the DUPLEX algorithm and all variable selection methods were applied. The 

models were validated on the remaining samples not used for model construction. The benchmark methods were 

Forward Stepwise Selection as well as the full spectrum PLS model. 

Results and Discussion 
In large calibration sets, all methods gave similar prediction error results. Prediction errors gave satisfactory 

results for all preprocessing methods and datasets. However, as the number of calibration samples decreased, 

especially below 50-100 samples, the PLS and FSS models gave poorer prediction error results compared to the 

variable selection methods, BVSPLS and PPLS. In some cases, for very small calibration sets (20-50 samples), 

both BVSPLS and PPLS gave considerably lower prediction errors than the PLS and FSS models.  

Conclusion 
In small datasets (20-200 samples), the recently developed variable selection methods BVSPLS and PPLS 

outperformed stepwise variable selection algorithms as well as the traditional full spectrum PLS model. 
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